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Assuming that a compact space K carries a Radon measure of an uncountable Maharam
type K, we investigate if the space P(K) (of probability measures on K) or the space
K itself can be continuously mapped onto the cube [0, 1]*, and consider related results
on the isomorphic structure of a Banach space C(K).
We present here a short survey of this subject, in some cases presenting new proofs
or improvements of known results. This new approach is based on a measure theoretic
lemma due to Fremlin and Haydon.

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
For a compact space K we denote by C(K) the Banach space of continuous
functions on K and by P(K) the space of all probability Radon measures defined
on K. We always consider P(K) equipped with the weak* topology inherited from
C(K)*.
Given infinite cardinal numbers K and a compact space K, we consider the
following statements on K, C(K) and P(K).
A(K, K) there is a continuous surjection from K onto [0, 1]*;
B(K, K) 11(K) can be isomorphically embedded into C(K);
C(K, K) K carries a homogenous Radon measure of type K;
D(/c, K) there is a continuous surjection from P(K) onto [0, 1 ] \
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It is our aim here to discuss which implications between the above statements are
true for all compact spaces K (when K is fixed). Therefore for any X and Y from
{A, B, C, D}, we use the convention that
X(K) => Y(/c)

means

X(K, K) => Y(/c, K) for every compact K.

Thanks to numerous results on A(K), B(K), C(K) and D(/c) that have been published
by several mathematicians we now have an almost complete picture of their
mutual relationships. Section 2 of the present paper contains a short survey of the
subject. The account of the (mostly standard) terminology and notation used here
is given in section 3, where we also quote some auxiliary results needed in the
sequel.
With the exception of section 6 we present no new results here. We show,
however, that the proofs of the implications C(K) => A(K), C(K) => B(K),
C(K) => D(/c), where K > co2 may be derived from a single measure-theoretic
lemma due to Fremlin and Haydon which is presented in section 4. This enables
one to considerably simplify previously known arguments (see section 5). In
section 6 we use the notion of an m-precaliber of measure algebras introduced by
Haydon to extend the result on the equivalence A(K) O C(K) to the case of an
arbitrary cardinal number K > co2.
Acknowledgements. The content of this paper was presented during the 30th
Winter School in Abstract Analysis (Lhota, January 2002). I wish to thank the
organizers of the conference for their hospitality and for the financial support of
my stay in Czech Republic.
I am very grateful to Richard Haydon for his permission to reproduce the proof
of Lemma 4.1 here, and to Mirna Dzamonja for very useful remarks concerning
the subject.

2. A s u r v e y of A, B, C, D
We shall first point out the implications that are true for every K:
A(K) => B(K) => C(/c),

A(K) => D(K).

Indeed, if K can be continuously mapped onto [0, 1]K then C([0, 1]K) is isometric
to a subspace of C(K), so A(K) => B(K) follows from the fact that C([0, 1]K)
contains an isometric copy of 1\K).
B(K) => C(K) is a particular case of a result due to Pelczyriski [20], stating that
for every Banach space E, if 11(K) C> E then Ll(fiK) c> £*, where c> denotes an
isomorphic embedding and jiK is the usual product measure on {0,1 }K. Indeed,
l}(fiK) c> C(K)* is equivalent to saying that K carries a homogenous Radon
measure of type K, see [13], Remarks 2.5.
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Recall also a direct argument for A(K) => C(K). If g : L -» [0, \]K is a continuous
surjection then there is \i e P(K) such that g(fi) = \iK and such a measure [i can be
taken so that it is homogenous of type /c, see Hay don [13], Proposition 2.L
A{K) => D(K) follows simply from the observation that K can be treated as
a closed subspace of P(K) and every continuous mapping on K can be extended
to P(K).
Other implications hold only under some restrictions on K and sometimes can
be proved only under additional set-theoretic axioms.
The question if B(K) O C(K) is a particular case of a problem posed by
Pelczyriski, if for every Banach space £, L1(JJ,K) c> £* implies 11(K) C> £. Pelczyriski
[20] showed that this is true for K = co, so particular C(co) o B(co).
This equivalence is a consequence of a classical result that C(co) => A(co). Recall
that if K carries a homogenous Radon measure of type co then K is not scattered,
i.e. K can be continuously mapped onto [0, 1], which in turn admits a continuous
surjection onto [0, l ] w , (see e.g. [25]).
Hence we have A(co) <=> B(co) <=> C(co). Note that D(co) is satisfied whenever
\K\ > 1, so any nontrivial scattered space K shows that D(co) does not imply A(co).
R. Haydon originated an investigation of the uncountable cardinal numbers K for
which the implication C(K) => A(K) holds. Haydon [13] proved that C(K) => A(K)
holds for every K with the property that z < K implies TW < K\ in particular
C(c + ) - A(c+).
Assuming the continuum hypothesis (CH) Haydon [14], proved, however, that
C(coY) implies neither B(cOi) nor A ^ ) . In fact Haydon's space K from [14] has
the property that |P(K)| = co{ so it also shows that C ^ ) => D(cOi) does not hold
under CH.
Pelczyriski's conjecture mentioned above was solved by Argyros [1]. In particular, Argyros showed that C(K) => B(K) for every K > co2 and C(cox) => B(cOi) is
true under MA + —i CH.
Haydon's example from [14] of a compact space that cannot be mapped onto
[0, iy°l but carries a Radon measure of uncountable type initiated several
constructions of "small" compact spaces with measures of uncountable type,
see Talagrand [27], Kunen [17], Dzamonja & Kunen [5], Plebanek [21],
Kunen & van Mill [18], Plebanek [24], Recall for instance that under the
assumption that co{ is not a precaliber of measure algebras there is a Corson
compact first-countable space admitting a Radon measure of uncountable type, see
[18], cf. [24].
The author proved in [24] that, given K > cf(jc) > co2, the implication
C(K) => A(K) holds if and only if K is a precaliber of measure algebras. This means
in particular, that C(c) => A(c) is relatively consistent with Z F C This result was
extended by Haydon [15] to the case of K > co2 of uncountable cofinality (see
Theorem 5.1 below). R. Haydon, moreover, suggested a modification of the notion
of precaliber which is applicable to K with cf (K) = co (see section 6).
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Fremlin [9] solved the so-called Haydon problem showing that C((o{) => A(coj)
under M A + - i C H (in fact proving that under Martin's axiom C(K) => A(K) for
every K < c).
It follows from a result due to Talagrand [28] that B(K) <=> D(K) for every K of
uncountable cofinality, see also section 3 of [19], where a shorter proof due to
Argyros is presented. We prove here (Theorem 5.2) that C(K) => D(K) whenever
K > co2. It follows that B(K) <=> C(K) <=> D(K) for all K > (o2 of uncountable
cofinality.
We summarize below what is known for K = co, coh co2, where the entry "precal"
denotes the assumption that co2 is a precaliber of measure algebras, and it should be
understood that none of the missing implications holds under the axiom given.
K

(O
(0{

æ2

under

implications

inZFC

A(к) <=> B(к) <=> C(к) => D(к)

CH
MA+iCH

A(к) => B(к) <=> D(к) => C(к)
A(к) <=> B(к) <=> C(к) <=> D(к)

precal
~~i precal

A(к) <=> B(к) <=> C(к) <=> D(к)
A(к) => B(к) <=> C(к) => D(к)

Note that for K = a>2, the assumption that K is a precaliber of measure algebras is
necessary and sufficient for the equivalence A(K) <=> C(K) (here we might as well
replace co2 by any K > co2 of uncountable cofinality).
Under MA + -1CH, coj is a precaliber of measure algebras but it is known that
the latter assumption is not strong enough to ensure C(coj) => A(cOi), see [24] and
[9]. The proof of the lemma given in section 4 explains why it is easier to deal
with co2 than with C0i here.
3. Auxiliary results
We explain in this section the terminology and notation that we use. We also
mention some facts needed in the next sections.
Radon measures. In the sequel, we consider only finite measures, so we say
that jn is a Radon measure on a (Hausdorff topological) space T if ji is a finite
complete measure defined on a cz-algebra containing all Borel subsets of T, and
JJL is inner regular with respect to compact sets.
For a cardinal number K, we denote by fiK the completion of the usual product
measure on the Cantor cube {0,1}\ Kakutani's theorem ([12], 416T) implies that
90

\,ix is a Radon measure on {0,1 }K. Basic properties of fiK can be found in [7]
1.15-1.16, [11], 254, [12], 416.
Recall that every set B c {0,1 }K belonging to the product cr-algebra is determined by coordinates in some countable set I _= cou that is B = nflnI(B), where
nj denotes the projection from {0,1 }K onto {0, l} 7 . Hence by Kakutani's theorem
for every measurable set A c {0,1}* there is a set B such that B depends on
countably many coordinates, B c= A and /J,K(A\B) = 0.
Maharam types. Let ji be
measure algebra. For i e X w e
The Maharam type T(2I) of
metric space (21, p), where p(a,
defined also as

a finite measure with a domain E and 21 be its
denote by A the corresponding element of 21,
/i can be defined as the density character of the
b) = fi(a A b). It is easy to check that T(2I) can be

T(2I) = min {|^|: <€ c Z, <€ is A-dense in

I),

where # is said to be A-sense in E if for every £ G S and every £ > 0 there is
C e%> such that fi(E A C) < s. Unless \i is atomic, we can also write X(\JL) =
dim I}(fi), i.e., T(//) agrees with the density character of a Banach space l}(p).
Recall that a measure ji is homogenous if it has the same type on every E c X
with li(£) > 0. The essential part of the Maharam theorem (see [7], Theorem 3.5)
states that if ji is a homogenous probability measure of type K then its measure
algebra 21 is isomorphic to the measure algebra of \iK.
It is known that if a compact space K admits a Radon measure of type K then
for every x < K one can define on K a Radon measure of type T, see [13] and
[22], Lemma 2.
Finally note that for every K of uncountable cofinality, if a compact space
K admits a Radon measure of type K then it also admits a homogenous Radon
measure of type K.
Precalibers. A cardinal number K is a precaliber of a Boolean algebra 21 if for
every (a^<K c 91+ there is X c K, \X\ = TC, such that (a^eX 1s centered, i.e.

n^e^a^ + 0 f° r everY finite J c X.

We enclose here the following useful and known fact.
Lemma 3.1. Let 21 be the measure algebra of a Radon measure ji. A cardinal
number K is a precaliber of 21 if and only if K is a caliber of \i in the following
sense:
For every family (E^<K of measurable sets of positive measure there is X <= K
with \X\ = K, such that f^ex-5<* =t= 0In the sequel, we shall work under the assumption that a given K is a precaliber
of all measure algebras. It is worth noting that such a statement requires checking
only one suitable measure algebra. The following fact, observed by D. H. Fremlin
can be deduced from the Maharam theorem.
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Lemma 3.2. A cardinal number K is a precaliber of all measure algebra if and
only if K is a precaliber of the measure algebra of the measure JAK.
Some facts concerning precalibers of measure algebras can be found in [2], [3],
[7], [8], A2U (see also [4]). Recall that c + is a precaliber of measure algebras,
while it is undecidable in ZFC whether cox and c have this property.
Independent families. A family of disjoint pairs ((,4°, Al))a<K is said to be
independent if for every / e [K]<W and 0 : 1 -> {0,1} we have f]aeIA^
* $•
In the case when all the sets A\ are measurable with respect to some measure /i,
we say that a family of pairs ((A°a, ^4a))a<K is /i-independent if we have
v(f)«eiAt{a)) > 0 for every Ie[K]<0J
and </>:/ ->{0,1} (so //-independence
should not be confused with stochastic independence).
Independent families are the basic tool for defining continuous surjection onto
Tychonoff cubes, as is explained in the following lemma (see [13], Lemma 1.1).
Lemma 3.3. If K is a compact space and K is a cardinal number then the
following are equivalent
(a) there is a continuous surjection from K onto [0, 1] K ;
(b) there is an independent sequence ((Fa°, Fa1))a<K of disjoint pairs, where
Fa° and F^ are closed subsets of K for every a < K.
It is worth recalling that there is an inner topological characterization of compact
spaces admitting a surjection onto a given Tychonoff cube, due to Shapirovskii
(see e.g. [26], Theorem 21).
Theorem 3.4. The following are equivalent for a compact space K and an
infinite cardinal K:
(i) K can be continuously mapped onto [0, l]K;
(ii) there is a closed subspace F of K such that nx(x, F) > K for every xe F.
The number nx(x, F) mentioned above denotes the 7r-character of a space F at
a point x, i.e. minimal cardinality of a family Jf7 of nonempty open subsets of
F such that every neighbourhood of x contains some member of 34?.
Intersection numbers. The notion of intersection numbers introduced by
Kelley [16] can be defined as follows.
Given a finite sequence (P1?..., Pn) of sets, denote by cal(P 1? ..., P„) the maximum
of all numbers \a\, where a c {1,..., n} and f]ieaPi + 0- Note that
n

cal(P.,...,P,,)=

2>(
1=1

where || -1| denotes the supremum norm and XP is the characteristic function of a set
P. The intersection number k(^) of an arbitrary family 2? of sets is defined as
k(0>) = inf {cal(Pi,..., P„)/n :P,e0>n^
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1}.

It is a classical result due to Kelley [16], see also Chapter 6 in [4], that the
condition k(SP) > r is equivalent to the existence of a finitely additive probability
measure fi (defined on some algebra containing SP) with the property that fi(P) > r
for all P G SP. We shall need the following cr-additive version of this result, see
[22], cf. [4], Lemma 6.3.
Theorem 3.5. If SP is a family of compact subsets of a topological space T
then there exists a probability Radon measure fi such that pi(P) > k(SP) for every
PeSP.

4. The Fremlin-Haydon lemma
In a Cantor cube {0,1}K we denote by C a , a < K, i = 0,1 the one dimensional
cylinders, i.e.
Ca = {xe{0,l} K :x(a) = i}.
The lemma given below is due to R. Hay don [15] and was invented to provide
a short argument for Theorem 5.1 below; the enclosed proof is derived from
Fremlin [10]. Because of some further applications, it is written here in a somewhat
complicated way, enabling us to state it in ZFC.
Lemma 4.1. Let K be any cardinal number such that K > od2. Suppose that
((A°a, Ala))a<K is a sequence of pairs of measurable subsets of {0,1}K with the
following properties:
(i) Ala <= Cafor every a < K and i = 0, 1;
(ii) \i\A*a) + [iK(A\) >\ + r for every a < K;
where r is a constant such that 0 < r < -;. Then there are a sequence of
measurable sets (Za)a<K and X e [K]K such that
(i) Z a .= A\ and juK(Za) > 2r for every a < K
(ii) for every I e [ X ] < w , if fih(f)<xeiZa) > 0 then ((Aa, Aa))aGl is a ^-independent
sequence.
Proof. Recall that ({0,1}K, ©) is a compact topological group if we denote by
© the coordinatewise addition mod 2, and \iK is a Haar measure of that group. Let
sa: {0,1}K -> {0,1}K be a mapping defined by sa(x) = x © ea, where ea(fi) = 1 iff
a = p. Then sa is a measure preserving homeomorphism of {0,1}K.
For every a < /ewe can find zero (i.e. closed and depending on countably many
coordinates) sets Z a ^ Aa, i = 0, 1, such that jUK(Za) + \iK(Za) > -; + r. Put Ha =
Z°a u Za and Za = Hac\ sa\Ha\ Then
fiK(Za) = jiK(Ha n sa[Ha~]) = 2juK(Ha) - fiK(Ha u sa[Ha]) > 2r.
Moreover, by the definition of s , the set Z a depends on coordinates in some
countable set Ja ^ K\{a}.
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By Hajnal's Free Set Theorem (44.3 in [6]), using the assumption K > co2 we
can find a set X e \JK\K such that a $ J $ whenever a, /? e X.
For any finite I ^ X and any function (j): I -> {0,1} we have

/A ( o « w ) -- !<* (n z « ^ c«(a)) = ^ ^ K (n z «)'
so we are done.

•

It will be convenient to rewrite the basic lemma given above in a more general
setting. The proof of the next result is a simple consequence of the fact that we
are dealing with the properties that are preserved by isomorphisms of measure
algebras.
Corollary 4.2. Let ft be a homogenous Radon measure of type K > co2 on
a compact space K. Then for every 0 < c < 1 there are a sequence ((Fa°, Fal))a<K
of pairs of disjoint closed subsets of K and a sequence (Ga)a<K of Borel subsets of
K such that
(i) Ga c= Fa° u F^ and jaK(Ga) > c for every a < K;
(ii) for every I e [K]<0), if ^(P) a e / Ga) > 0 then ((Fa°, Fa))aGl is fi-independent.
Proof. Since \i is a homogenous measure of type K, then there is an isomorphism 9: 2lK -> 21 between the measure algebra 91 of \i and the measure algebra
2lK of \iK. For every a < re we may find a Borel set Ba ^ K such that B'a = 0(C a ).
Next, we find closed sets Fa°, Fal such that Fa° c Ba, Fal = K\Ba,
and
ju(Fa°) + l*(Fa) > -j + c/2, for every a < K.
We now apply Lemma 4.1 to r = c/2 and the family ((,4a, Ala))a<K, where Aa are
chosen so that Ala c Ca? and yla = f7_1(Fa') for every a < K.
If X and Z a are as in the assertion of Lemma 4.1 then we take Borel sets
Ga _= K such that G'a = 9(Za), for every a < K. It follows that lx(Ga) > c for every
a < K, and for every I e [ K ] < G \ if A*(P)aGIGa) > 0 then ((Fa°, Fal))aeI is a /i-independent sequence.
•

5. Three implications
We are now ready to show how the basic lemma works.
Theorem 5.1. C(K) => A(K) whenever K > co2 is a precaliber
algebras.

of measure

Proof. Let ja e P(K) be homogenous of type K > a>2. In the notation of
Corollary 4.2, where c > 0, we have ju(Ga) > c so we can find X e [K]K, such that
the family ((Fa°, Fal))aeX is independent by Corollary 4.2 and we get A(K) applying
Lemma 3.3
•
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Theorem 5.2. C(K) => D(K) for every K > co2.
Proof. (1) We fix c with 1 > c > 1/2 and, keeping the notation form Corollary
4.2, for every a < K and i = 0, 1 we put
M a = {vGP(K):v(FJ)>c}.
In this way for every a we have defined a disjoint pair (Ma, Ma) of closed subsets
of P(K), so the proof will be complete if we check that ((Ma, M a )) a</C is an
independent family.
(2) Take any finite I .= K and a function </>: / -• {0,1}; denote Ha = F/(a> for
simplicity. We want to check that f]ocGlM^ + 0; in view of Theorem 3.5 it will
do to check that k{Ha : a e / } > c , that is
E w -J-яJ > c ^ n a ,
aєI

aєI

for any natural numbers rca.
(3) For a function / = EaeI^aZGa we have
essup(/) > l/d/j > c £w a .
J

Writing

aeI

H = {t e K : /(f) = essup(/)} and

J = { a e / : I 7 c Ga},

we have li(P|aej Ga) > 0 so P| a e J H a 4= 0. Taking any t e P) ae jr7 a we conclude that
Y.n«XHa > En«XH«(') - > ! > . = essup(/) > c ^ n a .
aєI

aєI

•

aєJ

Theorem 5.3. C(K) => B(rc)/or every K > co2.
Proof. Again we keep the notation from Corollary 4.2, where 1 > c > 1/2. For
every £ < K there is a continuous function g^:X^[—1,1]
such that g^(t) = 1
for every t e F® and g^(t) = — 1 for every t e F/. We shall check that the family
(g^<K =" C(K) is equivalent to the usual basis of 1{(K) with a constant 2c — 1, i.e.
for any real numbers rt e R we have
Zr^

>(2c-l)£h|.

i<n

i<n

Consider a Borel function / = Zi<„|rilXGai-; write
H = {teK:f(t)

= essup/} and

M = [i < n: T <= Gai}.

For t e f l w e have
f(t) > £|r,| = essup (f) > f/dju > c £|r.|.
ieM

v

i<n
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Taking I = {a,: i e M}, and 0 : 1 -> {0,1}, where 0(a,) = 0 iff ct > 0, we get from (ii)
of Corollary 4.2 that the set A = P ) a e / F / ^ is nonempty. Taking any t e A we have

Zr0«,W ^ Zr*0«.W = Zr^«,-W + Z r ^ . M ^
i<n

ieM

i<n

i$M

> Z k,l - I |r,| = 2 £ |r,| - V>,| > (2c - 1) £|r,|,
ieM

i$M

ieM

i>n

and we are done.

i>n

•

6. When A(K) o C(K)
By Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 4.2(a) from [24], if K > co2 has uncountable
cofinality then A(K) O C(K) holds if and only if K is a precaliber of measure
algebras. What about K of countable cofinality? Note that if K is a precaliber of
measure algebras then necessarily cf(jc) > co. R. Haydon suggested the following
modification of the notion of precaliber.
Definition 6.1. Say that a cardinal number K is an m-precaliber of measure
algebras if for every measure algebra (91, jn) and a family (a^<K c= 31 with the
property that inf^<K/n(a^) > 0 there is X e [K]K such that (a^eX is centered.
Note that co is an m-precaliber of measure algebras. Note also that for every K of
uncountable cofinality, K is an m-precaliber if and only if it is a precaliber of
measure algebras.
We now see that the proof of Theorem 5.1 above works under the assumption
that K is an m-precaliber. Using essentially the same idea as in [24] we get the
following result.
Theorem 6.2. If an infinite cardinal number K is not an m-precaliber of measure
algebras then there is a compact space K such that K carries a homogenous Radon
measure of type K but there is no continuous surjection from K onto [0, 1 ] \
Proof. (1) Using Lemma 3.1 and 3.2 we can easily check that since K is not an
m-precaliber of measure algebras then we can find a constant c > 0 and a family
(B^<K of measurable subsets of {0, If such that [iK(B^ > c for every £ < K and
there is no centered subfamily of (B^<K of size K. Without loss of generality we
can assume that every set B^ is compact.
Denoting one dimensional cylinders in {0,1 }K by Q (see the beginning of
section 4) we define compact sets F^ ^ {0, \}K x {0, \}K by F^ = B^x C° for every
£ < K. Let ji be the product measure \iK x jiK on {0, l} K x {0,1}*.
(2) We let si to be the algebra of sets generated by the family 3F = (F^< K ,
K to be its Stone space, i.e. K is a space of all ultrafilters in si with the basis
consisting of the sets of the form A = [pe K: Aep} for A e si. Then K is
a compact space; we shall check that it has the required properties.
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(3) Consider any closed subset H of K, and take a maximal subfamily J ^ of
£F for which 2/f = (P nH \F e J^} is centered. By maximality and compactness
P) $? consists of the unique point of H, say p.
No centered subfamily of J^ can have size K SO we have | J^| < K. Since finite
intersections of elements from Jti? form a topological base of the space H at p it
follows that the character of H at p is less than K.
In particular, we have checked that there is no closed H ^ K which would have
7T-character at least K at every point, and by Shapirovskii's theorem (see 3.4 above)
K cannot be mapped onto [0, 1]K.
(4) The measure /i restricted to the algebra s/ defines uniquely a Radon
measure v on K (by the formula v(A) = p(A) for every A e si). It suffices to check
that there is a set H _= K such that v(H) > 0 and v is homogenous of type K on H.
Note first that \i(F^ A Fn) > c/2 whenever r\ < £, < K. Indeed,
lÍFtAFn)

= ii(Bt x C?)\F,) + i*Fn\{Bt x C?)) >

>\n{{B, x {0,1}«)\F,) + \i4(Be x {0,1}*) n F„) = ^ K (B,) > ^.
If we suppose that v is nowhere homogenous of type K then for every s > 0 there
is H <= K such that v(H) > 1 — e and v is of type < K on H. But for H with
v(H) > 1 — c/4 we have
v((f{ n H) A {F, n H)) = v((/>< A ^ ) n n) > /i(F{ A F,) - c/4 > c/4,
for rj < £ < K, a contradiction.
Corollary 6.3. For an arbitrary cardinal number K > co2 the following
equivalent
(i) A(K) O C(K);
(ii) K is an m-precaliber of measure algebras.

•
are

Proof. For (ii) -> (i) we can repeat the proof of Theorem 5.1; the reverse
implication follows from the Theorem 6.2.
•
For the sake of the above result it would be interesting to answer the following
problem posed by R. Haydon (see [10]):
Problem 6.4. Suppose that K = supnKn where every Kn is an m-precaliber of
measure algebras. Does K have the same property?

7. Concluding remarks
Recall that C(K) => D(K) is undecidable in ZFC for K = coj. Indeed, assuming
CH we can consider the space 5 constructed by Haydon in [14], Theorem 3.1. This
space carries a homogenous Radon measure of type a*u and it follows from (v) of
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Theorem 3.1 that P(S) is of cardinality cou so P(S) cannot be mapped onto [0, l ] .
On the other hand, under MA + nonCH we have C(K) => A(K) SO also C(K) => D(K).
It follows from Theorem 5.2 that if the space P(K) has tightness < col then
every Radon measure on K is of type < co^
The following problem has a positive solution under MA + —i CH but perhaps
can be answered in ZFC:
Problem 7.1. Assume that P(K) has countable tightness (or is even a Frechet
space). Does every \i e P(K) have a countable type ?
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